Now it is very important to determine the least value of n for and after which inequalities (2) hold. It will be shown that ,4o>0 always and that (-l)*-^4>0 (lái£i*) for even « = 8 and odd ra = 11. t Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 31 (1925), pp. 145-156 . See also G. Pólya, Ueber die Konvergenz von Quadratunerfahren, Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 37(1933) . % Attention should be called to the fact that many formulas on p. 147 of that article are marred by typographical errors. ,r* + (log--(
From this inequality it follows immediately that for an odd A ;S w/2 the coefficient Ak is positive.
Integrating by parts we find
it2 + (log--j 4. In order to draw the desired conclusions from this inequality we must find a sufficiently precise and tractable lower limit of the integral
Consider a more general integral
,r2 + (log-J which for a = 0 reduces to Kn. Since
we obtain, by integrating this equation, 2i"'(-2) 1 f« 2?"(a:) = 2v"(-2) cos 7ra -)-sin 7ra H-I 4>i%) sin 7r(a -x)dx. and ■^ g-xlog(n+l)
Hence, finally,
and, taking into account inequality (4),
To prove that, for certain « and even k^n/2, coefficients A k are negative, it suffices to verify the inequality
5. If « is even the inequality (5) will be verified for all even values of k if it is verified for k = 2 ; also, being verified for some even n, it will be verified for greater values of n. Now, taking n = 12 and k = 2, inequality (5) is verified; hence for an even n = 12, A k with even subscripts = w/2 are all negative. The same being true for w = 8 and n -10 we may be assured that [May 
can be presented thus:
But it is known that <£(x)>0 in the interval 0<#<«, hence 7">0 and A0>0.
6. For w=3 (mod 4) it is important to show that
for n ïï 11. To present the left hand member in a convenient form we may use formula (3). Thus we get
+ ^gL^^y
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where *(0 = E (-î)*-^«*^*-1 -1"-"-1).
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By an elementary transformation this expression becomes <t>it) = nil -fffît), xpii) denoting a reciprocal polynomial
Using the following known identity, «-3 <►_»« v»_, f yWdy
Jo (1 -J»""» (0 can be presented thus:
It follows that ^(0 >0 for all real values of t and the same is true of 0(0 if
Kl.
This analysis shows incidentally that the algebraic equation
has only imaginary roots if w = 3 (mod 4) ; but if »=. 1 (mod 4) it has exactly two real roots as can be shown by similar considerations. Since $(ar) = I 0(0*.
•* n But since
we find, after performing simple integrations, for » ¡g 15. But this statement is true already for n = 11 as can be ascertained directly by using values of Cotes coefficients for n = 11 given in §5. 7. To derive the expansion of the remainder 12n in the Newton-Cotes formula we take for starting point the well known identity valid for 0 = 0 :£ 1 8. For s^v functions G2s(0 do not change sign in the interval 0<i<l. To prove this fundamental property, let ßa and a, represent, respectively, the number of times G2s(t) and G2i_i(0 change their sign when t increases from 0 to 1. Because G2s(0) =G2,(1) =0 it follows from (13) and Rolle's theorem that ft+lá «.. Again, using (14) and applying Rolle's theorem twice, we get a, Û a,-i, so that for s^v, ft + 1 = a,. Since G2,-i(l -0 = -G2,_i(0, it follows that a, ^ 1 and it is important to prove that a, = 1.
To this end we notice first that for 0 ^ t ^ 1 G2,-i(0 = ¿1*3^-1 ( --t)
Furthermore, U2"_i(a;) being a polynomial of degree 2i> -1,
Hence G2r-\(t) differs only by a constant factor from the function fit-I / l \ 2v-2
Ro(t)=~-r-T,M--t) ,
2v -1 ism \n / and the number of times this function changes sign in the interval 0 < t < 1 is av.
We shall now prove the following Fundamental Lemma:
Fundamental Lemma. The function 120(0 changes sign once and only once in the interval 0<t<\, so that a, = 1. Now it is possible to assign a certain upper limit to 2V2r-2. To this end we distinguish the following cases: Case 1: » = 2k -2 = 8 and divisible by 4. The interval 0</<| may be divided into (k + 1)/2 intervals:
In the interval 0</<l/w, since Aa>Q, 222"_2(0 might change sign, but not more than once. In the last interval (v -2)/n<t<iv -\)/n no changes of sign occur, since 222"-2(0 changes its sign at t = \ and yl"_i<0. In each of the intervals of the type (2& -l)/n<t<(2k + l)/n the sign may change at most once, since .424<0. Considering that R2v_2(t) may change sign at end points of the intervals, the total number of changes of sign in the interval 0 </<| cannot exceed v -1 ; in the interval \ < t < 1 there is exactly the same number of changes of sign and the sign changes at t = \. Hence N2v-2^2v -1 and N0 + 2v -2^Nî,-2 and this necessarily implies iVo = l, Ns,-s = 2v -1. Case 2: n = 2v -2^l0 and w = 2 (mod 4). By very similar considerations we find again N2"-2^2v -l, whence 7V0 = 1, N2,-2 = 2v -1.
Case 3: n = 2v -1 S: 13, v odd. Divide again the interval 0<t<\ into (j»+3)/2 parts: 11 3 v-4 y-2v-2 v-1 0 < * < -; -<*<-;•■■ ;-< t <-; -< t <-; n n n n n n n v -1 1 -< t < -■ n 2
In the first interval there might be at most one change of sign. There are no changes of sign in the last interval, since 122"_2 ( Case 4: w = 2p -lïïll, v even. In a similar manner we find 2^+1 as the upper limit of N2,-2. The inequality Na+2v -2 ^ 2v +1 shows only that either 0 = 1 or iVo = 3. To remove the last possibility we take into consideration 122,.-3(0-First from the inequality N2,-%-\-\^N2v-2 we conclude Nu-»^2v. we conclude again 7Vo = l, N2,-3 = 2v -2. This proof does not apply to « = 2, 4, 6, 3, 5, 7, 9. But the truth of the Lemma in these particular cases can be verified directly. This verification is not very laborious, since everything reduces to testing whether certain algebraic equations have roots between 0 and 1, and in all cases this is easily decided by application of the well known and simple Laguerre criterion. 9. Now that the equality a, = 1 is proved it follows immediately that 0i = O for sïïk, that is, G2s(0 does not change sign in the interval 0<i<l.
It suffices now to make use of formula (15) and apply repeatedly the integration by parts in (12) to obtain the following expansion of 22": and that G2,+2,(t) has the same sign as G2"+2s(0) = (2k + 2s) (2v + 2i -l)72"+2s-2.
It is easy to see that c0 is negative, so that in general (-l)"-^ > 0.
The expansion (16) is especially useful when all the derivatives of an even order =2k have the same sign in (0, 1). For then, retaining a certain number of terms in (16), the error in estimating 22" will be less in absolute value than the first neglected term and of the same sign. 
